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EXPLODING WIRE CURRENT PULSE £.ND TH 
RESULTING LUMINOUS RADIíTION 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

The baato echanierne of the exploding wire are not 

thoroughly underutood. Several theortee have been propoeed 

by different authora. 

An inveatigation wae undertaken in thie theete to 

etudy the luminous radiation entitted from an exploding 

wire. Before the etudy took plaos, it Wø neceseary to 

find a method to minimize the htgliu'frequenoy oeoillation 

that WL8 present on the oscilloeoope when the wire ex- 

ploded. This high-frequency oeoillation ahould be dif- 
terentiated from the main waveform. Thie waa accomplished 

by removing the ground from the high current circuit. The 

current waveform was then obtained by the use of a current 
viewing inductor. 

The wire errloded in this inveetigation was a number 

37 B & S gauge copper wire. Two pin-vices were used to 

connect the wire into the high current circuit. 

The energy that it takes to melt and vaporize a wire 

was aleo investigated. The effect on the energy of vary- 

ing the wire length and varying the voltage was also 

studied. 

à hypothesis was made for the determination of the 
minimuni voltage necessary to melt and vaporize a wire. 
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PHENQ?-UNON A3SOCIATED WIT!i TIi1 1XPLODING WIRE 

The mechanism of the exploding wire ta not yet 

thoroughly understood. A search of the literature shows 

that there is no one theory that is completely acceptable. 

Chaos's theory, based on the euperheatin of the rateria]. 

exploded, and Kleen's theory, based on the unduloids, are 

mentioned mnoet frequently in the literature (i, p. 230i. 

235). 

The equivalent circuit used to study the exploding 

wire phenomena is a sertes RLC otroult, shown in figure 1. 

The capacitor ta charged by a 20 KV d-c power supply. At 

a preset voltage levol, the spark gap breaks down, allow- 

ing current to flow in the circuit. 
Spark gap R 

[Ii 

L 

41ra 

FIgure 1. BasIc RLC equIvalent circuit. 

This current, under a shorted wire condition, i.e., no 

explosion, will be governed by the equation (Appendix I) 

.u,o<t 
i.(t) = i e sl.nwt (1) 

A typical waveform te shown in figure 2 ozi pace 3 
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Figure 2. Damped current 
waveform from series RLC 
circuit at 8,000 volts. 

Horizontal scale - 

20 microseconds/div. 
Vertical scale - 

4,100 amperes/div. 

Figure 3. Typical explod- 
ing wire current waveform 
showing initial pulse due 
to exploding wire, dwell 
time and arc current at 
8,000 volts. 

Horizontal scale - 

10 microseconds/div. 
Vertical scale - 

3,300 amperes/div. 

Figure 4. Luminous 
radiation from an explod- 
ing wire and the arc in 
the vapor column after 
the dwell time. 

Horizontal scale - 
10 microseconds/div. 

Vertical scale - 

0.05 volts/div. 
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If c. small iiro c placed in the hih current path, 

equation I will not pertain because of the extreme heat- 

ing of the wire. The rouletance of the wire is nonlinear, 
because it melts and vaporizes under high currents. Figure 

3 shows a typical waveform of the current when the wire 

explodes. 

The basic phenomona of the exploding wire can be ex- 

plained by the use of figure 3. When the current first 

starts to rise in amplitude, it is controlled by equation 

1. e the wire begins to heat, the resistivity will begin 

to increase causing the current waveform to deviate from 

the normal RLC oscillation. lihen the wire reaches its 
vaporization state, the resistivity is vary high causing 

the current to drop approxicately to zero (2, p. 59»72). 

This period, where the current is near zero, is called the 

dwell time. The dwell time ta controlled by: (1) the 

circuit parameters, (2) the wire length, and (3) the con- 

ditton of the gap after the wire explosion. Immediately 

following the dwell time, an arc will occur in the vapor 

column that has been left in the exploded wire region. 

The aro appears as a short circuit, and the current then 

follows the nori.l damped oscillation shown in figure 3. 

The luminous radiation emitted during the process 

le shown in figure 4. The first pulse at approximately 
2 A' aeconds is the light omitted during the explosion of 
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the vire. The second light pu].ie 1t3 that ot the aro which 

occurs in the vapor oolunin after the dwell tire rias ceased. 

The region of inveetigation in this thesis is that 
which occurs during the first current pulse of figure 3. 

Fiçure 5 shows a oompoaite drawing or this period taken from 

the oscillogras of figuro 6. These have been put on the 
same tiLìe baste so that different regione could be ex 

plained in a time sequence. The onoillogrsia or figure 6 

were taken with the capacitor ckinrged to an initial voltage 
o 8,000 volta. These oectilograma will be interpreted by 

using the voltage as a reference. 
In figure 5, from the spark gap breakdown to to t1 

the wire resistance reraina constant; therefore, the our 

rent follows equation 1. At t1, the teiipomture of the 

wire has reached the melting point of the caterial, and 

the re si s tan os ha a be gun to chan. 
In the region of t, to t2, the energy for the heat 

of fusion ta added. The wire has changed from the solid 
state to the liquid otate at t. )uring this period, the 
resistance changas at a rato fast enough to uee the cur 
rent to begin to decrease. The wire io then vaporized 

in the region of t t3, and the path restatanoe be-. 
comes eesentially infinite. 

The voltage at t3 is much greater than the supply 

voltac, Ii1e can be accounted for by the voltage produced 
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Figure 5. Time sequence curvee of the initial current 
pulse, the voltage across the wire, the lumin- 
ous railation from the wire, an1 the energy 
required to explose the wire. 
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(a) Voltage across 
wire at 8,000 volts. 

Horizontal scale - 

i microsecond/div. 
Vertical scale - 

8,000 volts/div. 

(b) Current from current 
viewing resistor at 
8,000 volts. 

Horizontal scale - 

i microsecond/div. 
Vertical scale - 

2,660 amperes/div. 

(c) Current from current 
viewing inductor at 
8,000 volts. 

Horizontal scale - 

500 microseconds/div. 
Vertical scale - 

3,300 amperes/div. 

upv,-Il 

.I. 

( d) Luminous radiation from 
wire at 8,000 volts. 

Horizontal scale - 

500 microseconds/div. 
Vertical scale - 

3,300 amperes/div. 

Figure 6. Typical waveforms of luminous radiation, 
current and voltage across a 2-inch #37 copper wire. 



by the induotanos of the wire. The voltage due to an 

inductance te given by 

e1= diLt) (2) 
dt 

which, when differentiated by parts, gives a solution 

L g.1 + 1. dL (3) 
dt 

When the physical dimensione of the wire begin to change, 

the second term of equation 3 becomes predominate and the 

voltage is dependent upon the rat of change of inductance. 

The current at this point decreases quite rapidly, and this 

corresponds to the sudden junp on the trailing edge of the 

current waveform. 

The luminous radiation peak intensity is delayed 

by 0.20-0.25 seconde. This delay has been noticed also 

by Soherrer (7, p. 118-134) in hie exploding wire research, 

and he gives no explanation for the delay. Young (9) has 

measured the transient time in a photomultiplier under the 

same conditions as tested here, and the transient time te 

17.5 nanoseconde; so the delay shown in figur. 5 is not 

due to the transient time of the photomulttplter. 

The power applied to the wire as a function or tthe 

is also shown in figure 5. The energy was derived by the 

use of the following equation: 

w = eidt (4) 



EXiEIMEN ÀPiTUi 

The experimental apparatue used in thl.e Inveotigatlon 

ja ehown aosernbled in igure 7 on page io The equiprreiY. 

tnnlde th Fnra!ay ce can be tdentlfied from Left to 
right ae the 20 XV power aupply with a high voltage voltage 
divider used In ceaaurini the output voltage, the oharg 

re$to!, enO'ÇT qtora oftpaoltor, plane electrode 
ni,ark gan, current v1ewtnp Inductor, and the wire holdtn 

asr,ernbly. Outside the Faraday oaie fron loft to right 
Is the liit Intensity meanuring device (rendix 4) and 

its associated power supply, t'vo Tektronix 5l7 ooctllo. 
scopes, and the Duxnont and Tektronix oscilloscope recording 
cameras used to obtain the oeoillograzns of the voltage, 

current and light waveforis. 

Figure 8 on page shows the wire holding apparatus 
with the 0.262 ohm current vIewinp resistor used to ob-. 

tain the current waveform. Number 37 copper wire with a 

croas section of 1.557 x l0 square thcheo was used in 

thin investigation. The wire Is held between two pin- 

vices. Electrical contact to the high current circuit is 

made on the brass block to the left and either to the 

top of the current viewing resistor or to the bottom of 
the current viewing resistor, depending upon the circuit 
to be used. The distance between the pin-.vices determines 
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Figure 7. Experimental apparatus 
for exploding wire. 
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Figure 8. Wire holder and current 
viewing resistor. 
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Plane electro.ie 

0.7 .a spark gap 

O-20 Kilovolt 

High Voltage 

Power Supply 

L - 

To voltage .iivUer, 
attenuator, an 517A 
oscilloscope 

Wire hoUer 

l.96.qf 

O. 262.f2 

ro attenuator an 
517A oscilloscope 

Figure 9. Diagrm of circuit used to obtain the voltage 
an the current waveforms of an exploflng 
wire. 

Plane electrode 
0.7 Mii. spark gap 

[2OKi.LDVOlt 

High Voltage l.964if 

Power Supply 

CVL 

sire hoLler 
I8Ot 

rrigger t 

oscilloscope 

___I 

To attenuator 
100anl oscillo- 

/ì5f 
scope 

Figure 10. Diagram of circuit used to obtain the current 
ani luminous raiiation from an exploding wire. 
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the lonCth of tho ;tro. The wire length can be varied 
br aduatin the tpaoing between the pin-'vioes with the 

knob on the left end of the wire holder. Imriediately in 

front of the wire holder is the needle used to thread 

the irc 'ìrugh the piri-uvice. 

Voltage -Current ureetp 

Difficulties in instrwientation (Appendix 3) caused 

the inveetipation to be conducted with two different oir- 

cuits. These circuits can be seen in figuren 9 and 10 on 

page 12 The circuit of figure 9 was used to obtain the 

voltage waveform across the wire and the current waveform, 

which was measured across a 0.262 ohm current viewing 

resistor. Typical waveforms of voltage and current are 

shown in figure 6 on page 7 

The high frequency damped oscillations were causad 
by placing building ground on the high current loop. This 

ground had to be used when obtaining the oecilloraie of 
voltage. 

The equivalent circuit of the voltage nieaouring oir- 

cuit is shown in figure 11. 
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10 k..t 

L1 
V V V 5-l5kn series 

I 
o-64db 

i 

Wire 
Attenuator 

L 
Internal irnpeaance170 

2 of 517A 

Figure 11. Voltage measuring circuit 
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The voltage divider resistances were calibrated on an 

Eleotro-3oientifie Instrument Universal Impedance Bridge. 

The input impedance to the B170 0..64db Tektronix attenuator 
is 170 ohms resiBtive when terminated in 170 ohms, so this 

resistance becomes an important factor when evaluating the 
attenuation of the divider. The attenuation of the equi.. 

valent divider is 
po = 

ein 960 
(5) 

and L2 are distributed inductances of the rire 

holder. Ln induced voltage due to these inductances i 

measured each tire the wire explodes. The induced voltage 

is given by 

e (L1 + L2) () (6) 

The voltage was measured by exciting the system when 

a wire of large cross-section was in the wire holder. It 

was found that the relative magnitude was negligible corri- 

pared to the voltage signal across the wire; therefore, 

no corrections were de on the voltage waveforms. 

A schematic diagram of the current measuring circuit 

is shown in figure 12. The ourrent viewing resistor is 

made with forty 10 ohm 1 watt resistors placed in par 

albi. The measured resistance was 0.262 ohms. 



52cL 
20 bMin_ios 

I I ai 

0. 262n- 

16 

at teruatorhi 

Internal impelance 170a 
of 517A 

Figure 12. Current measuring circuit. 

Ourrent-LutzLou 1ator oaeureentp 
Figure 10 howa the circuit diagram ueed to moa8ure 

the current and the luir.inous radiation. The changes miiade 

in the circuit were to remove the ground and the 0.262 

ohm current viewing reetetor fron the high current oir' 

cuit. The purpoae of using this circuit was to citniuiize 

the high frequency oscillations which were caused by the 

ground (Appendiz 3) . Waveforms obtained are shown in 

fipure 6 on nage 7 

The current viewing inductor is one similar to that 
described by hail (5, p 153-155). The output from the 

inductor is integrated by a typical RC integrator. The 

integrating capacitor was found to be critical in its 
oomposition. A 0.115 f mica oapzcitor was used. Other 

ty,os of oapaoitora did not give a complete integration 
o: the L dt waveform. 

dt 
The luminous radiation wao measured by a 931A 

photoimaltiplier tube which is described completely in 
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Appendix 4. A pinhole, 0.012 inches in diameter, wan used 

ao the aperture to the photomultiplier tube. Care was 

taken so the photouiultiplior was not oaturated. This was 

checked by viewing the aro which followed the explosion of 

the wire. à voltage signal wan developed by passing the 

output current of the photomultiplier through a 1,000 ohm 

resistor. This signal was then applied to a oathode fol.. 

lower which has a gain of 0.75. The input impedance of 

the oscilloscope vas used as the cathode resistor of the 

cathode follower. 



NERGY REQUIRLD TO !1ELT AND VAPORIZE L WIRE 

The energy required to 

be obtained from the voltage 

the wire. The electrical en 

te given by equation 4a 

= etdt 

It la aaaumed that the 

18 

raelt and vaporize a wire oan 

and current oscillograma of 

orgy delivered to the eyetem 

(4) 

energy given by equation 4 

te uoed to molt and vaporize a wire. The lose3 duo to 

oonduction, radiation, and the energy flow through a unit 

area for a timo (t) are negligible compared to the energy 

required to colt a wire (4). 
The voltae and current oaotllogrsria, figure 6 on 

pafle 7, aro an eple of the cavefoe ueed to calculate 
the energy. These parameters are nonlinear, so equation 
4 cannot be used directly. 

The rriethod used to evaluate the energies was to 
multiply the voltage and current value3 at a specific time 

and plot them as a function of time. Figure 5 on page 6 

also ehow3 the energy curve of the wire rith the capaottor 
Initially charged to 8,000 volto. The area was then found 

under the resu1ttn curve with a plantmeter, thereby al. 
lowing the energy to be ooaputed. 

Two separate teats were made to investigate the 
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effect& of voltace and vire length on thc onorcy required 
to ¡e1t and viporize the wire. 

ercY ReQu.red with a Contt 1ire Lenth 
I the first toot, zi to4nch nuxziber 37 copper wire 

was uzed. The initial voltage on the caDacitor as varied 
f rom 3,000 to 8,000 volts. The results of this test are 
shoirn tri figure 13. 

The avorcgo enory that was zAeaaurod experimentally 
for the tiro..inch titre wi 2.75 2ou1'u. The oriorgy re- 
quired ta molt the wire wae oaìou1aed rroi data given 
by K:. K. el1ey (3, p. 63). enety ealculated za 

2.63 Joules, which ta nUht1y lower than the neasured 
value. The avrge onery requtred to mporize the wire 
il! 16.3 joules, or 6.26 ttre3 the onory roqutrec! to melt 
the wire. 

The ltnitton on the constant wire length tests 
was the itntmum voltage that could be used to vaporize 
the wire. Th1. wa found to be 5,000 volts. The total 
energy that was transferred into the wire at 4,C0O volta 
was 7.6 joules, rhioh i rar below the amount of energy 
required to vaportze a wire. 

:t noticed that the time to retth the completely 
ce1ted state and the vaporized state varied as the volt- 
ago was varied. ?igure 14 hoo the dtta taken froui the 
osoillograma. As the voltage is increased, the time 
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FIgure 13. 
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-)f the AIre length 
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voltage. 
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o - Time-kilovolts required to melt a two-inch wire. 

o - Tinie-kilovolts required to vaporize a two-inch wire. 

- Time-length required to melt wire at 5,000 volts. 

V - Time-length required to vaporize wire at 5,000 volts. 

U) 
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Figure 14. Time required to melt and 
vaporize a number 37 copper wire. 
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between the melted state and the vaporized state de. 

oreases. It appears that these curves might reach a 

limit as the voltage is Increased further. 

_ with a Coitant Voltage 
The energy required to melt and vaporize the wire 

under a constant voltage condition varies linearly with 
the length. See figure 13 on page 20. The energy re'. 

quired I.e proportional to the ïass of the wire. There'. 

fore, an inorease in wire length (or orose'.seottonal area) 
will require more energy. 

At zero wire length, the energy is 0.6 joules. The 

theoretical energy should be zero. This extra energy 

loes is evidently due to the end effects at the bou.ndry 

between the wire and the pin-vices. This energj loss is 
constant when oonpared to the theoreti%l energy required 
at different vire length. This was computed by the equa'. 

tion fron K. K. Kelley (3, p. 63). The theoretical curve 

18 shown in figure 13 for a comparison. 

Certain limitations allowed only a specific range of 
wire lengths to be tested. A wire longer than two mohos 
in length could not be vaporized with 5,000 volta applied. 
This length was not determined accurately, but it lies 
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eoriowhere between 2 and 3 inohea. Voltage waveforma ehow 

that the oharaoterietio inductivo voltage peak doee not 

exiot when tho wire dona not vaporize. Figure 15 on 

page 24 ahowa the voltage waveforma for a 2 and 3 inch 

wire. The peak on the 3 inch waveform is the point where 

complete melting occurs. 

igure 14 shows how the time required to melt and 

vaporize the wire varies a a function of the wire length. 

The only upper limit that was checked wan for the vaporiza- 

tion. This occurs in the region between 2 and 3 inchea, 

Pred i. otionn lade 

?rediottons and limitations of the exploding vire 

phenozrena can be made from a composite current waveforu 

shown in figure 16 on page 25 This figure shows a oo- 

poette curve of the first half cyole of the current wave- 

form taken when the wire does not melt or vaporize, i.e., 

there io not an explosion of the wire. Tht trac acoom- 

pushed by putting a number 3 wire in place of the number 

37 copper wire. The initial voltage on the capacitor wue 

varied from 8,000 volts to 3,000 volts in 1,000 volt etepe. 

The vertical marks, which are time marks shown in 

the waveforms, are when the 2 inch wire melted. The slash 

marks, which are aleo time marks, aro when the corres- 

ponding wire vaporized. 
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(a) 2 inch wire. 

Vertical scale - 1730 volts/div. 
Horizontal scale - i microsecond/div. 

(b) 3 inch wire. 

Vertical scale - 1730 volts/div. 
Horizontal scale - 2 microseconds/div. 

Figure 15. Voltage across wire at 5,000 volts. 
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Figure 16. Composite current waveform usei to preaict time to melt and 
vaporize a wire. 
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All oonmenta that follow in the interpretations of 

figure 16 are for a wire of two inohes in length. How- 

ever, a similar analysis could be made for wires of other 
lengths. Note first of all that a straight line oan be 

drawn through the melting pointa and that a line oan also 

be drawn through the points of vaporization. 

Melting, when 3,000 volts are applied to the system, 
occurs at point A. The straight line becomes a tangent 

point to the ourrent waveform at this point. This gives 

a lower limit to the voltage, WtIiOh oen be applied to the 

system in order to melt the wire under ordinary exploding 

wire mechanisms. Any lower voltage applied would not melt 
the wire on the first one-half cycle of the current wave. 

A similar interpretation can be made for the lower 

limit of voltage required to vaporize the wire. Point B 

indicates the lower limit. The straight line is not tan- 

gent to the 5,000 volt current waveform at point B, so it 

must be concluded that the vaporization limit ta slightly 

lower than 5,000 volts. This agrees with the data from 

f igure 14 on page 21. 

As the voltage is increased, pointe corresponding to 
o and D on each curve oome closer together in time. This 

indicates that the time lag between melting end vaporizing 

te decreasing. If a current impulse function could be 

applied to the system, there would be no tim. lag between 
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ze1ttng and vaporizing. 

rh1a interpretation might be fruitful for further 
inveetigation at a later time. 



LUMINOUS RADIATION PROM AN 1XPLODING WIRE 

then a vire explodes, a very intense light ta emit- 

ted. This radiation te much brighter than the litninous 

radiation f roci a spark gap (Appendix 5). 

Two seta of teste were conducted in investigating 
the luntnoua radiation. For the first teat, the wire 

length was held constant at 2 inohea, while the voltage 

was varied fror 3,000 volto to 3,000 volts. In the 

socond test, 5,000 volts was used and the wire length 

varied from 1/4 inch to 3 inches. 

A two.'tnoh number 37 copper wire was exploded to 

investigate the luminous radiation at different voltages. 

Pigure 17a shows that the intensity of the radiation ta 

a linear function of the voltage. The dashed line indi- 
cates that the luminous radiation was approximately zero 

at 3,000 volta. This corresponds to the limit diacusced 

on page 26 concerning the predicted cielting point shown 

in figure 16 on pago 25 The intensity is not truly zero, 
however. It appears that way only because the photo- 

irniltipltor wa desensitized; therefore, the intensity was 

not great enough to be oeen in an osotilogram. 

If the voltage had been increased to a value greater 

than 8,000 volte, it would be expected that the intensity 
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Figure 17. LumInous raflatton characteristics. 

(a). 2" nunber 37 capper wire. 
(b). Initial voltae 5,000 volts. 
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would incrcauo linoarly. Thie lu not the caae, however, 

becauoe at a certain voltage greater than 8,000 volts, 
there will not be a dwell time beti'oon the exploding of 
the wire and the following are. It i not poesible to 
predict what thie voltage would be from the data taken. 

Aleo ahown in figure 17a io the timo required for 
lieht to be emitted and the tire to the peak of the lumi. 

noue radiation. Thooc deoreace ao the voltage is in.' 

oreaced. Thie le as expected, because the energy is being 
tran2ferred to the wire at a faoter rato an voltate in 
increased. 

rï.cure 18 on pace 31 sho'ir the actu3. luzninoue 

radiation oecillogramo which iore displayed on the 517L 

oscillo acope. 

Luiinoun kdiation at a Conetant Voltaie 

Teste were conducted with 5.000 volts with wire 

lengtho varying from 1/4 inch to 3 luchen. dires above 
3 inches were not exploded for thie teat beoauae it would 
have required the aperture to be enlarged. This was un- 

deeirable because there would not have been a correlation 
between the two aperture openings. 

Figure 17b shows the intenaity of the luminous ra- 
diation as a function of the wire length. A very eharp 
transition point is noticed at a wire length of i 1/4 

indien. At this wire length, the dwell time has been 
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Initial Voltage 

. 

H 
4kv 

_ 
6kv 

___ 7kv 

___ 8 kv 

Figure 18. Luminous radiation waveforms at 
constant wire length. 

Horizontal scale - 500 nanoseconds/div. 
Vertical scale - 0.05 volts/div. 
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reduced to apDroximately zero. This iieans that the light 

intensity of the exploding wire for wire lengths shorter 
than 1 1/4 inches io affected greatly by the arc that 
existo in the vapor cloud left by the exploding wire. The 

intensity to essentially constant in magnitude for the 

arc; therefore, it is expected that the light intensity 

would level off as it does. Thin substantiates the state- 
nient in the previous subsection that a ithit will exist 
where the brightness curve of figure l7a can be extended. 

The time to the beginning of the light pulse f rom 

time zero is oonont at all wire lengths. The energy in 
all oases is being delivered to the syoteii at the same 

rate so this is to be expected. The timo from time zero 

to the peak of the luiinous radiation ta constant in the 
region where the light output from the wire ta not af- 
footed by the light from the aro, i.e., the aro does not 

occur iiiunediately after explosion of the wire. When the 
aro does occur immediately after the explosion, the time 

to the peak decreased at approxtmxite].y a linear ite. 

Oscillograms in figure 19 show the typical light wave- 

forum obtained. 

It is quite possible that a family of curves could 
be plotted for figures l7a and 17b, provided the relation- 

ships reiain linear. The limita previously mentioned could 

not be predicted without further investigation. 
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Figure 19. Luminous radiation at different 
wire lengths. 

Voltage - 5,000 volts. Horizontal - 500 nano- 
seconds/div. Vertical - 0.05 volts/div. 
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t___ 

dolay oxistQ between the tine the lumlnoun rdta. 

tion reachee Its poak value and the current reaches .to 

peak. Thic delay bao aleo been noticed by V. E. Soherrer 

(7, p. 113-134) wIthout any explanation. The delay which 

wae obeorved in this investigation tri shown In f igure 20. 
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Figure 20. Time delay between current maximum 
and luminous radiation maximum. 
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CONCLUSI ON S 

1. the luminous radiation from an exploding wire le 
affected by the wire length, the crosa-aectional area, and 

the energy used to explode the wire. 

2. Th. aro, which follows the exploding wire, has a 

large influence on the relative magnitude of the luminous 

radiation. Tha le controlled by the sacie factors as one 

above. 

3. There te a delay between the peak current and the 

luminous radiation peak. The reason for this le not known. 

4. The high frequency oBoillation present on the 

osoillograma ken when the wire explodes is caused by the 

distributed Inductance of the ground lead and the stray 

capacitance to ground. This is a parallel resonance and 

it can only be eliminated by renoving the ground from the 

high current circuit. 
5. The time that lt takes to melt and vaporize a 

wire can be predicted by having a oompoelte current wave- 

form. Dvo known melting and vaporizing pointa can be 

marked on the current waveforms. Then a straight line can 

be drawn through these pointe. The line will arose the 

other current waveforms at the time required to melt and 

vaporize the wire under that condition. 
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APPENDIX I 

EXPLODING WIRE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 

The fundamental exploding wire ciroult 3hown in 

f igure ¿i ta a aertea RLC circuit, rho circuit can be 

analyzed by writing the diíferential equation 

L + i Jidt + Ri = O (Al) 

R 
AVAV 

c 

F1ure Al. Series RLC circuit. 

The capacitance of the oyetern te the energy storage capa.. 

citor. The equivalent inductance includes the inductance 

of the pacitor tertinala, the wire, and the tranemiaaion 

line uaed to tranafer the energy from the oapaottor to the 

wire under investigation. The equivalent re8tetanoe con- 

atete of the circuit resiatanoe, the reaiatanoe of the wire, 

and any external reatatance placed in the circuit. 
The solution of equation AI can be obtained by the 

URO of the Laplace Tranaforn. The Laplace Transform of 

equation Al te 

nI(e) + LeI(e) + ..L () VO Q (A2) 
Co a 
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where te the Inittal condition on the oaauit4fl'. 
B 

The inv8rse Laplace Tranafonn givee the current a a 

function of time. 
_ ot 

= e a1nJt 
(A3) wL 

where o( = 

and 
2 :_l 

LC 

The equivalent paraneters R, L and O are all un 

knowne, eo a reane had to be found to deteniine then. 
The value of Req wae first determined by ta}cin a 

knoin resiotance R 0.262 ohms and plaoin it in the oir» 
cuit. An osoillogrem, figure t2, WRB then taken by the 
use of the current viewing inductor with and without the 

known resiatanoe in the circuit. The total reaietance of 

the oirouit is Req + R1, with the known resistance added 

arid aeq without R. 
The inductance of R1 is considered negligible, so 

the circuit inductance doee not change when i te added 

to the circuit. Now, if the ratio is taken of the twoo<'a 

under the different conditions, Req can be detextined be 

cause is known. 

c'<i_ ______ 
o<2 fleq 

(A4) 

The darpinr coefficients were determined by plotting the 

current peaks of the oscillation shown in fi,ure A2 on 
soni-logarithmio paper. O IB the slope of the straight 
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p 

(a). = 0.117 ohms 

Initial voltage 5.9 KV 
- - - - - Horizontal - 20 micro- 

- - - . seconis/itv. 
Vertical - 3300 amperes 

per dIVISi-OtI 

(b). H = 0.379 ohms 

Initial voltage 5.9 KV 
Horizontal - 5 micro- 
seconis/ div. 

Vertical - 3300 amperes 
per division 

Figure A2; Dampei RLC current waveforms use-i to 
calculate circuit parameters. 
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line that is riotted on the ee1-1oarithtc paper. i 

and 2 ar 14.78 x lO and 4.56 x 1O , re- neo eec 
epeotive].y. Fror.i equation A4, Req te calculated se 0.117 
oh e. 

ow it posatbie to determine the inauctanoe £roz 

2c'< 
= 1.29Mb 

The value of the capacitor can now be determined froizi the 

frequency relationship. 

C- 
<2) 

The equivalent capacitance to 1.96,if. The narteplate 

capacitance is 2,f, no the valuen agree. 
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APPENDIX 2 

CALIBR.TION OP TH1 CURRENT VIEWINC RESISTOR AND 
TRE CURRENT VIEWING INDUCTOR 

Two uiethods wore used to reaeure the otrrent. The 

first Elethod was to use a 0.262 ohm calibrated resistor. 
The peak current of the first one-half cycle was then osi'. 

culated by observing the voltae waveform soross the re- 
stator. Figure A2b shows the waveform observed. A check 

was made of this peak current at 1/4 cycle by the use of 

equation A3. At 1/4 cycle, equation A3 reduces to -t 
I = 

p L -t 
where e = 0.707 

I 
yo 

c) L 

Figure L3 shows this predicted curve as the solid line, The 

calculated current from the current viewing resistor is 
shown by the data points. 

The current vtewin inductor was calibrated by ob- 
oervtni the peak current of the first one-half cycle at 
the aae tthe the currant was observed across the current 
vtewtn resistor. This gave a relationship between the 
two current measurtnt devices. See figure A4. 
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Figure A3. Theoretical maximum current and 
theoretical and experimental first peak current. 



Pigure A4. Current viewing inductor calibration 
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APPENDIX 3 

GROUNDING OF }IIGH CURRENT SYSTtS 

Grounding high current loope caugee trouble because 

of ground ourrento flowing in the measuring device. Vol- 

tages are induced in these aysteras by the large rgnetio 
fields present. This causee extraneous signala to be pre- 

onted on the display of an oscillosoope. 

In the initial investigations of the exploding wire 
circuit, a building ground was placed on one aide of the 

wire holder so that the current and voltage wavefore could 
be measured. Figure A5 shows the current waveform ob'. 

tamed frorr the current viewing inductor. ihen the ground 

was present, the scope was oomplete].y isolated trom the 
high voltage circuit except through oepaottive coupling. 
Extreme effort aa placed on minimizing the high frequency 

oscillation that starts at time equal to zero and aleo when 

the wire exploded. The reason for wanting to minimize this 
oscillation was because the regions under investigation 
occur during thia oscillation. 

Different methods were tried to minimize these 

oscillations. Some of them helped, but the majority failed 
to iinimize the oscillations. Creful selection of oo 

axial fittings and ter!itnationa deoreasod the noise to 

nome extent, as did the isolation of the scopes; however, 
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(a) With ground. 

____________ Vertical - 0.063 volts/div. 
Horizontal - 2 microseconds/div. 

(b) Without ground. 

Horizontal - 1 microsecond/div. 
_____________ Vertical - 0.05 volts/div. 

Figure A5. Current waveform measured with 
current viewing inductor with and without 
ground on high current circuit initial 
voltage 8,000 volts. 
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this proved to be tneufticiont. 

The corp1ete exploding wiro syßtora wae then taken to 

the F. O. c111an High Voltao Iiiborctory, iihere the main 

building ground It located. At chosen points, twelve 

ground rods 8 Thet long are driven into the pround to e- 

tablish a true jround fox' the bu1ldin. The entire .].od- 

1.n: wl.re Bystem wa13 then tied to a ooiuon point on the 

ground plane. It 'wae believed that thie would mlninlze 

the hth frequenoy 000tllation. It did not. The Tektronix 

517A oectiloscope aa taken to different ground otatione 

on the main floor, and it was found that a signal of a 

magnitude greater than 0.2 volta was present between two 

points on the ground plane eaoh time the high current sya 

tern was irnpu].aed. 

The ground was then removed f ri the eystezi and the 
high frequency oscillations for all practical purposes 

disappeared. Thin oan be seen in figure A5b. The equi- 

valent circuit of the eyatem, inoludtni the ground, was 

then emrnined more carefully. Figure A6 shows the equi- 

valent circuit. 

The equivalent circuit values are shown as L,. R1 and 

C1, with fl0 being the charin resistor of the system. 

Ce is the stray capacitance from the different phystoel 

points of the ysten, such as: the power supply, oscillo.. 

scope, and the tranarriteeton line for the high current 
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Figure A6. Equivalent exploding wire circuit with presence of ground 
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path to ground. Rd ts the dttr5.buted reslutanoe of the 

ground plane. 

1.2 le the distributed inductance of the around cable 
to the high voltage plane, and L3 is the distributed 1n' 
duotance to the trus earth ground. 

When the system I.e iripuleed, L2 and L3 act as 

inductive voltage divider. 1so, a current path ta pro- 
aent in the narallel resonant circuit consisting of Ce 

total and L. If the circuit of L, Cs and R is shook 

excited, it Will have a damped RIJO oscillation with ita 
own characteristic rode. It is believed that this le the 

oscillation that te present on the oeoillograi of figure 
5a wben the ground is pro sont. It disappears when L2 and 

R2 are disconnected from the circuit. 
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¿PPENDIX 4 

LU1UOU3 RADIATION M1LSURING CIROUI T 

The 1urntrtou redtation wao moseured by a typo 931-A 

photoimiltiplier tube which la a ourent nource. The pioto- 
riu1ttp1ier circuit ueed 1i 8h0Wfl in fture A7 (6, p. 29-31). 
Thic photoinultiplier oneratee in the current range of 0.5 
a at 100 volte per stage. The current avip1tfttton vanee 

by approxiiiatoly 5 percent acoordinc to Pearson. The out'. 
put current signal develops a signal across Za, which 
drives the thode follower. The output siprm]. of the 
cathode follower is developed across the 170 ohm input 
iripedance of the Tektronix 517L oscilloscope. 

Za detezinee the frequency res'onee of the luminoua 
radiation measuring circuit. &coordth to Pearson, the 
stray and tube capacitance across the input to the cathode 
follower tie ciosaured ae 13 pf. The input resistance 

wan chosen as 1,000 ohms, so the response of the circuit 
113 13 X i0 seo, which is aLiiost as fast as the oscil.. 
loecope. 

The input to the cathode follower was pulsed by a 
one hundred nanosecond pulse with a nisetline of one nano'. 
second fror an EPIC 1odel 200 Square pulse generator. The 

input and output pulses are shown in figure A8. 
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up...... 

a.uuuuuu 

(a) Input. 

Horizontal - 20 nanoseconds/div. 
Vertical - 0.063 volts/div. 

U.U..'.' ------ ---- 
u.".. 

(b) Output. 

Horizontal - 20 nanoseconds/div. 
Vertical - 0.063 volts/div. 

Figure A8. Response of cathode follower 
circuit in photomultiplier circuit. 
100 nanosecond pulse. 
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APPENDIX 5 

LIGHT INTENSITY or A 3?AIX AP 

The light tntonøty za icìaiured froi the plane oleo- 

troda cparlr ¿sp. Thin proved intoret.ng ±n tt it zhowed 
that the ltt întenrtty varl.ed at the aiio rate the 

current flowing thDou; the rap. ?tgure A9 hoo . corn- 

parion betvven the current and the ltht output. The 

nagnitudo of the light output cannot be oor.pared directly 

with the light intensity of the wire, becauue the same 

aperture opontn was not used in the photoiultip1icr. 

The light intensity of the re was approxi:atoly 10 tiroa 

tLe 1iht .nton t, froxa the spark gap. 
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(a) 

Vertical scale - 0.03 volts/div. 
Horizontal scale - 10 microseconds/div. 

'iuuu 
:F 

(b) 

Vertical scale - 3,300 amperes/div. 
Horizontal scale - 10 microseconds/div. 

Figure A9. Comparison of luminous radiation and 
current waveform from a plane electrode spark gap. 

(a) Luminous radiation of plane electrode 
spark gap at initial voltage of 3,000 
volts. 

(b) Current at initial voltage of 3,000 
volts. 


